Tomato Cages

Tomato Cages are the right height to support determinate tomato plants for cleaner, more productive harvests.

For ease of installation and to prevent the legs from bending, loosen the soil to a depth of 8” to 12” before installing the Tomato Cage. This is especially important in stony and heavy soil. We recommend installing the cage at planting time when the plants are still small to avoid damaging roots and stems, which could occur if the support is installed later in the season.

For greater stability, we recommend anchoring it with optional Earth Staples or placing a sturdy wooden stake inside one corner to secure it to the ground.

Maintenance

Cages fold flat for easy storage. To prolong the life of your tomato cages, store under cover at the end of the season. If the powder-coated finished is nicked, touch it up with exterior paint or polyurethane to prevent rust.

For more plant supports and tomato-growing tips, visit us at www.gardeners.com.